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In this poignant and powerful memoir, David B. Bohl reveals the inner turmoil and broad
spectrum of warring emotions—shame, anger, triumph, shyness, pride—he experienced
growing up as a “relinquished” boy. Adopted at birth by a prosperous family, Bohl battled
throughout his earlier years to keep up a good front and surpass expectations as he tried
desperately to fit in. An over-achiever at everything he undertook, whether in sailing, academics,
or life as a trader on the Chicago Exchange floor, he continued his search for happiness, often
finding it in a bottle or pill, and ultimately becoming a raging and wealthy alcoholic. Not until
David marries and has children of his own does he feel compelled to search for his birth parents
to discover if genetics played a role in the well-being of his offspring. “Baby Boy Bender,” as he
was labeled in the adoption papers, had been born to a red-haired co-ed who struggled with
alcoholism and an athlete who later died of a brain tumor. After several severe seizures and
frequent blackouts, it was time to make a drastic change and admit his addiction. Raised with no
religious teachings, David struggled with traditional recovery fellowships and sought out secular
supports, where he finally fit in. This approach allowed him to learn the stark facts about mental
health and addiction, as well as the monumental issues many “reliquishees” need to overcome
to find peace and a quality of life they deserve.Today, David is an independent addiction
consultant who fully understands the challenges faced by so many who seek to escape from or
drown their pain through external means. His story offers hope to those struggling with the reality
of everyday life in our increasingly stressful world.

So many adopted people battle with addiction. The consequences of relinquishment are
generally unacknowledged in our society, and so wounded children become wounded adults
with a desperate need to escape the pain they more often than not can't even name. David B.
Bohl names the pain and, in this naming, creates a new doorway of hope and opportunity for
those who struggle to see another life, to see there is hope. --Anne Heffron, Author of You Don't
Look AdoptedParallel Universes is one man's quest to find his truth and freedom in a life that
didn't feel real or right, no matter what. Unpacking secrets from his past, he recovers from
trauma and addiction, but does not fit into any traditional box of healing. David Bohl invites us to
discover that sobriety is not formulaic and that just because we don't relate to a particular
program or feel like we fit in somewhere, doesn't mean we won t enjoy incredible clarity and
freedom. Bohl has turned his life into a 'relentless pursuit of reality' and he may give many
readers the courage to find their own way out of struggle. --Tama Kieves, USA Today-featured
visionary career catalyst, inspired success coach, and author of Thriving through
UncertaintyVulnerable is the new macho, exposing personal weakness, the new leadership.
Parallel Universes is a sincere, powerful and well-organized memoir of transformation, from



overcompensation to authenticity. David Bohl leads with his own painful example and his own
humble renewal. David may be a first-time author but he's a seasoned communicator and a
community builder ... Parallel Universes captures a zeitgeist of a movement away from the
broken promises of baby boomer superficial success and an attention to personal and
community wellness. This is a story for our time. --Joe C, broadcaster/writer, author of Beyond
Belief: Agnostic Musings for 12-Step Life --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition
of this title.About the AuthorDavid B. Bohl is an independent addiction consultant who fully
understands the challenges faced by so many who seek to escape from or drown their pain
through external means. His story offers hope to those struggling with the reality of everyday life
in today's increasingly stressful world. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.
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PARALLEL UNIVERSES:THE STORY OF REBIRTHDavid B. BohlDedicationTo all who yearn for
real connection, especially those seekers who have had their quests interrupted by unexpected
and debilitating phenomena.“Real isn’t how you are made,” said the Skin Horse. “It’s a thing that
happens to you. When a child loves you for a long, long time, not just to play with, but REALLY
loves you, then you become Real.”“Does it hurt?” asked the Rabbit.“Sometimes,” said the Skin
Horse, for he was always truthful. “When you are Real you don’t mind being hurt.”“Does it
happen all at once, like being wound up,” he asked, “or bit by bit?”“It doesn’t happen all at once,”
said the Skin Horse. “You become. It takes a long time. That’s why it doesn’t happen often to
people who break easily, or have sharp edges, or who have to be carefully kept. Generally, by
the time you are Real, most of your hair has been loved off, and your eyes drop out and you get
loose in the joints and very shabby. But these things don’t matter at all, because once you are
Real you can’t be ugly, except to people who don’t understand.”–from The Velveteen Rabbit by
Margery Williams BiancoTable of ContentsForewordPrologueThe BoxFreedomThe LakeParallel
UniversesA New LifeI’m Not Like ThemShyI Hope Someone Out There Will Find
MePressureFunDisappointingEvidenceStill Not HereThe Wolf of the Chicago Board Options
ExchangeLoveLife and DeathWhat Is Real?Selling My SoulA Driving ProblemThe Rest of My
LifeGolden TicketEase and ComfortCriterion Number 5SailingMore FunThe Box
ReopenedBroken HeartsMy Name Is DavidSober
NowImmersingPerceptionChangesRegretsLuck and StrengthLost and FoundMoving OnMy
RealityGodFalse Consensus EffectThe New WorldGetting ItPainThere’s Nothing Wrong With
YouSafetyA BridgePhenomenalClub LimbicNot a TV ShowFreedomAcknowledgmentsAbout the
AuthorForewordWhat was David’s shame? Essentially, it was his sense of not belonging. He was
adopted at the age of seven days by loving and caring parents. From the quiet tragedy of his
young mother, not yet 21 when she delivered him and gave him up, the salvation was immediate
when he became a part of a family that was able to provide for him and give him life that was full
of love and attention. It was a “salvation,” quite literally, as David was a child of an unwed couple
in a time and place where he would be considered a “bastard,” a result of “sin.” But even though
he got saved and was taken into a family that saw him as its own, he still grew up feeling
different.His life wasn’t bad at all. There were no major disturbances; he wanted for nothing. Yet,
he’s always felt that there was something wrong with him. The shame followed him wherever he
went. How long has it been with him? The first time when, at the age of six, he told his friends he
was adopted and how badly they reacted? Or even earlier than that, before he could even name
what it was?Gabor Maté, a prominent Canadian physician with a special interest in child
development, trauma, and the treatment of addiction, says, “Shame is a sense of unworthiness.
What [does] the infant think or feel implicitly when a mother leaves him? Infants are narcissists;
they think the world is about them—and when they’re being abandoned, they feel unworthy. It’s
not a thought. It’s a deep sense of not mattering. Here’s the thing that has nothing to do with



what [David] told his friends—it’s only that the way his friends reacted reinforced the shame
inside him. So the shame is already in. You can shame a nine-month-old baby.”David
acknowledges that the maladaptive schemas (patterns of thought or behavior that organize
categories of information and the relationships among them) he has developed since childhood
have kept him in secrecy and discontentment. The fact that he has lived with such burdens since
infancy means these patterns haven’t been easy to eliminate because they are…inherent. David
says, “That’s why adoptees and persons with trauma cannot just think their way out of the
discomfort.” Furthermore, David recalls, “I was always feeling less-than, and always entering life
situations by adapting to them so as not to be found out and rejected.”* * * * *Shame affects all
areas of self. It can shape our thinking, how we react to the world. It’s an emotion that has an
external presentation—it is almost impossible to hide it when we feel shame. Picture a scolded
child or an adult confronted about a lie. They don’t look you in the eye; they are looking away or
looking down. There’s a reason we manifest shame in that way, why we look away.Maté says,
“It’s an over-activation of a certain part of a nervous system. It’s a submission. The nervous
system has three parts. There’s the voluntary nervous system, which is volitional: I can pick up a
thing I want to pick up, I can put it down. There’s another part called “autonomic”—it’s not
volitional: we don’t control our breathing, our heart rate, contortion of our intestines and so on.
There are two parts to it: sympathetic (tension, movement) and parasympathetic (relaxation).
The two have to be in balance. Shame is an over-activation of the parasympathetic nervous
system and it’s a response to separation. So if a mother and an infant look into each other’s eyes
at nine months of age, and the mother looks away, the infant eventually goes into a shame state:
I give up. The nine-month-old baby has no concept of having done anything wrong;
fundamentally, shame is a response to separation.”Maté says, “[David] has felt shame since birth
—it kept growing and growing and every time he did something wrong, it added to his sense of
shame but the shame was always in him. Even with his life’s achievements, he was trying to
make himself worthy, valuable, because he didn’t value himself. “When at the age of six David
revealed his past—that he was adopted—to some friends, he was first confronted with the
inherent trauma that ailed his psyche. The friends reacted in disbelief; they looked at him as if he
was a pariah. Little David tried desperately to convince them that he was “normal,” just like them
and that being adopted was no big deal. He brought them to his house to get his mother to verify
who he was, to explain that there was nothing wrong with him. But the friends disregarded the
explanation, the attempt of his mother to smooth things over. They left his house and left him
behind. And because of these reactions, it became clear to David that being adopted was a big
deal. It was a disturbing finding, but he could finally put that inherent state of shame—that most
likely originated from being given up for adoption— into words and understanding. Here was the
evidence: there really was something wrong with him; he was indeed different than everyone
else.Was there relief in having his difference acknowledged and pointed out by the world? We
do sometimes feel relief when we can finally name that which lives unnamed in us. For little
David, that confirmation and discovery of shame was devastating. At the same time, as one



motivational quote has it: “The pain you feel today is the strength you feel tomorrow. For every
challenge encountered is the opportunity for growth.” Today, David says that once he was able to
identify his pain, eventually—much later in life—he was able to do something about it. He had
developed an identity that he could live with in the real world.* * * * *Before David started to
confront and address his fears, he discovered he could numb his pain and uncertainty by
drinking and getting drunk. This—albeit temporarily— brought him some respite; it helped him to
cope with his feelings, or at least ignore them. Over time, his drinking escalated, became a
necessity. Later in life, David identified as an alcoholic. Easier to diagnose than shame,
alcoholism is something that lends itself to more obvious treatment (rehab, 12-step meetings)
and David sought treatment. He got sober.But what about shame? David still felt it. Even in the
rooms of Alcoholics Anonymous (AA), even when he was conquering his addiction. He felt
isolated in the very environment, AA, that helped him get better. He struggled with the spiritual
part of the program; he couldn’t find the power greater than himself (many sober alcoholics
accept God as their higher power), which is one of the major tenets of the 12 steps. David
continued to feel fragmented, even rejected, by the very program that was saving his life.* * * *
*A study by Kenneth S. Kendler, Genetic and Familial Environmental Influences on the Risk for
Drug Abuse, found that “4.5 percent of adopted individuals had problems with drug abuse,
compared with 2.9 percent of the general population. Among those who had at least one
biological parent who abused drugs, 8.6 percent had their own drug abuse problems, compared
with 4.2 percent of those whose biological parents did not have drug abuse issues.”In another
study by the US National Library of Medicine National Institutes of Health, Substance Use
Disorders and Adoption: Findings from a National Sample by Gihyun Yoon et al, it was found that
that there was a linkage “between being adopted and having a propensity to SUD [Substance
Use Disorders] years later in adulthood.” The strongest linkage was a genetic one with one
parent suffering from SUD (“or perhaps related genes such as impulsivity favoring a genetic
propensity for SUD in their offspring”) and the poor style of parenting. But there the linkage was
found, too, with adopted children with “adoptive families with social characteristics better than
families at large, including higher education and higher socioeconomic status.” The children in
difficult circumstances were more at risk for substance abuse but the study concluded,
“Whatever the cause, being adopted should be recognized as a risk factor to SUD.”David drank
for 32 years. He got sober at the age of 45. And has stayed sober since. There’s a saying
though, “What do you get when you get a drunk horse thief sober?” (Answer: A horse
thief.)David’s problems—particularly the overwhelming feelings of disconnect—remained. And
no matter how hard he tried, he couldn’t fix himself and it seemed he could never quite fit in—
even in the place that welcomed him and helped him get sober. For example, David had
problems with the AA slogans—sayings that are popular in the 12-step programs and serve as
mini-lessons that can fortify one’s new way of living (sober). They range from adages such as
“Keep It Simple” to “You’re No Longer Alone” to “Let Go and Let God.”David gives an example of
“One Day at a Time,” which directs the individual to only focus on here and now. David says,



“The reality is that the trauma left a big part of me really stuck in the past, as if it was actually
happening.” Another slogan that didn’t resonate was, “We are only as sick as our secrets.” For
those of us with traumatic experiences, such as being a relinquished child, keeping secrets
about our reality and our feelings can be essential to survival growing up. “Thus, to hear such
slogans sounds very shaming. Yes, it is healthy for those of us who have shame-based secrets
to release them, but only in a safe, supported context where we feel safe to do it.”For David, it
was a combination of things: finding the right 12-step groups (specifically, agnostic groups,
where David felt most at home), finding the right mental health professionals, or talking to dear
friends with whom he could process things. Feeling safe was crucial to allow David, “to be real
and find reality, mine and a greater reality.”* * * * *Unlike alcoholism or a propensity for seizures—
which David suffered from as well—shame is a silent, sneaky killer. As Maté points out, shame
starts even before you can imagine it starting—and when you name it, it is there already, before
the words you acquire to describe the feelings that go along with your psychological discomfort.
According to Dr. Allan Schwartz, a licensed clinical social worker and a therapist, in his article
“Psychological Issues Faced By Adopted Children and Adults,” for adopted individuals, “Feelings
of loss and rejection are often accompanied by a damaged sense of self-esteem.” There’s a
prevalent belief that, “something must be wrong with me for my birth parents to have given me
away.” Those feelings have nothing to do with how well the adopted child is cared for. In David’s
case, he was a part of a loving family, yet the uneasy feelings persisted. “Guilt accompanies loss
and grief because the adopted individual believes that they are being disloyal to the people who
adopted, loved, and raised them. They do not want to hurt or betray their adoptive mother or
father,” writes Schwartz.David had a beautiful childhood, fun-filled teenage years, and young
adulthood filled with adventure, friends, girlfriends, and objects that were the envy of his peers—
boats, cars, party accruements—and he wanted for nothing. Yet, he had developed not only
depression—manifesting as his inability to form connections, and later, by trying to foster
connections through drinking and becoming a workaholic to deal with the emptiness he felt—his
insecurity kept accumulating. On the outside, gregarious and friendly, he was a secretly morose
teenager and later a confused adult desperate to get close to people but unable to.According to
Maté, trauma can start even before we emerge from the womb. For example, an alcoholic
mother can produce an infant predisposed to alcoholism not because of genetics—there is no
gene that determines alcoholism—but because both the alcohol she is drinking and the stress
she is under will physiologically affect the baby, increasing its propensity for addiction or, say,
depression.Maté says, “We know that the brain develops in interaction with the environment
from beginning before birth. Hence, the mother’s emotional states and stress hormone level will
affect the developing child.”Maté also mentions Robert Sopolski, an American
neuroendocrinologist, who believed that we are affected by the environment as soon as we have
an environment.“Shaping into who we become as children, and then adults, begins as early as
implantation. As a matter of fact, we already know that the trauma of grandparents is translated
into the genetic functioning of their grandchildren so [we can have trauma] even before we’re



conceived,” Maté says. As for difficult pregnancies, a mother-to-be releases stress hormones,
which then get fused into the placenta of the infant and have an effect on the child’s
development. Any woman who’s giving up a baby for adoption is almost by definition a stressed
woman: she has to give up the baby. There are teenage moms, addicted moms…environment
happens even before pregnancy. The infant in the uterus is going to be affected by that.Then,
there’s the separation [of a baby] from its mother. People say, “Well, kids can’t remember that,”
but yes, they can—they can’t recall it, but they can remember. Recollection is having the
capacity to recall something, but the structures that make it possible don’t develop until
childhood. The emotional imprints happen even in utero, the last trimester maybe, and certainly
after birth; those are imprinted in body so most of the people who have been adopted will live a
life with the sense of abandonment.David’s experience with revealing his adoption to friends
marked him for life and became a recurrent psychic pain that never stopped hurting, no matter
how much he tried to numb it with alcohol or his work. As mentioned, it was there even when he
began his recovery in the 12-step program. It was the kind of damage that kept stopping him
from growing, or better yet, from becoming whole.According to Jamie Marich, a counselor,
trauma specialist, expressive arts therapist, and EMDR (Eye Movement Desensitization and
Reprocessing) trainer who has worked with David in a patient capacity, trauma doesn’t have to
necessarily manifest itself as PTSD. (PTSD, Post Traumatic Stress Disorder is a mental health
condition that’s triggered by a terrifying event—either experiencing it or witnessing it.)Most
psychological traumas produce disturbing memories that somehow get stuck. For David, the
memory of the event with his friends haunted him his entire life. Marich approaches trauma as “a
learning issue as a result of our unhealed wound, and those messages [that a person gets
during the event] become scripts through which we operate in the world. The messages in early
childhood are especially pervasive because they are often given to us before we really have
cognizant understanding of what’s going on and what we might call the rational brain, either
because the brain is not yet fully developed or because the traumas that happened to us were at
the level before language.”* * * * *The extent of psychic damage can be conveyed even in words
we use to describe the disturbing experiences that shape us. For example, David rejects the
term “adoptee” because he wasn’t just taken into another family—he was, firstly, given up on; he
was relinquished. David refers to himself as a “relinquishee.” But there’s actually more to it than
being relinquished. Maté says the word “relinquishment” might not be enough to define an
experience of a person given up for adoption. “The word he’s looking for is actually “abandoned.”
The focus is on the abandonment experience. David is protecting himself by using that word
[relinquishment]. You don’t relinquish a human being—you can relinquish a thing: it’s got no
feelings. What happens to human beings you relinquish? They experience
abandonment.”Marich, on the other hand, doesn’t mind the word “relinquished” because the
word relates to what happened to individuals who were given up. But whatever you’d like to call
it, Marich says, “Those traumas tend to stay, and the body at a young age is not able to feel them
or assimilate them into their experience, and they remain unhealed at this level that exists really



below words or rational understanding. And traumas that get crystalized and get stuck there at
an early age, before the age of eight, are especially volatile if they’re not healed because they
become a part of our personality, our core identity. [They become] the messages we learn about
self in the world as a result of those [negative] experiences: I was given up on.”Maté says that
David’s relinquishment coincides with “the memory of being abandoned by the birth mother.”
Maté gives an example on how this might manifest in real life of an adult David, “If you’re talking
to him (David) and say, ‘Sorry, I gotta go,’ he feels rejected, abandoned. It’s got nothing to do with
what’s happening in the present—it’s got to do with the emotional memory so that the emotion
comes back but without the recollection [yet David thinks he’s] reacting to the present. He’s not.
It’s the past that’s being triggered. That’s not unique to people with adoption but it’s very strong
in them because of that early abandonment.”* * * * *With adoption, traumas keep going: first it’s
the adoption itself, then for some it might be foster care and furthermore, [abusive] parents. The
child develops emotional coping mechanisms that make the job of a [adoptive] parent more
difficult, and the parent gets upset and the child is punished. The statistics are scary: people with
addiction have a risk of suicide double the average.David’s adoptive parents weren’t abusive,
but he was an especially sensitive child, and even his parents’ encouragement of independence
—such as ordering at a fast-food joint—were sometimes overwhelming and distressing. What
was “normal” and natural for others, could be perceived as threatening and unusual to David.
Feeling watched, scrutinized, feeling as if he was living under a giant microscope…those were
constant companions of David, who didn’t know how to be in this world.Mark Coen, founder of
the Attachment and Trauma Specialists, an internationally recognized agency specializing in the
treatment of youth and adults with attachment- and-trauma-related issues, writes this about
adoptees: “They are generally well liked and even popular, but this is because they are
chameleons, masters at being able to hide under the radar without anyone knowing who they
really are.”David started drinking as a teenager. He drank to feel connected to people, to be able
to fit in. Alcohol allowed him to feel “normal.” Drunk, he wasn’t so tortured because his feelings
were numbed; he felt happy, even social.Schwartz writes, “According to the great psychologist,
Eric Erikson, adolescence involves a search for self-identity. While this search is difficult for most
teenagers, it presents special problems for adoptees. Assuming they never met their natural
parents and family and have no idea of their genetic background, they are left with a gigantic gap
in their search to answer the age-old question: ‘Who am I?’ This was a major struggle for David.
He’s lived unsure of who he was exactly and how he fit into the world. He knew he was adopted
but he didn’t know anything about his biological parents—many of the facts surrounding his
adoption were concealed from him by his adoptive parents; there were no conversations about
it, and despite the love and care he’s received, nobody was asking how he really felt.”David’s
identity was so fragmented he spent most of his life searching for what was missing—mainly his
real identity, one that would encompass not just his actual life, but also his origins.Schwartz
points out that because of the great unknown that is an adopted (relinquished) person’s
biological origin, there’s also the problem of medical issues. Incidentally, it was a medical



emergency that spurred David’s quest to find his roots and discover what was wrong with him
and why he suffered a seizure in his 40s.During his search for his origins, it turned out that both
of his biological parents struggled with substance use. His mother succumbed to alcoholism,
dying a terrible, lonely death in an institution. She had no one and no possessions to speak of by
the end of her life, which ended tragically at the age of 56—the age David is now, at the time of
writing this foreword.* * * * *One of the safe places David found outside of 12-step rooms was a
therapist’s office. Most significantly, he sought a specialist in eye movement desensitization and
reprocessing (EMDR Therapy). According to one definition, “EMDR is a form of psychotherapy
developed by Francine Shapiro that emphasizes the role of distressing memories in some
mental health disorders, particularly Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). It is thought that
when a traumatic or distressing experience occurs, it may overwhelm normal coping
mechanisms. The memory and associated stimuli are inadequately processed and stored in an
isolated memory network. EMDR therapy is as effective as cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) in
chronic PTSD.”For David, the EMDR approach allowed him to “feel real and begin to further trust
myself and the journey I was on.” David’s past had a hold of him; it was a force in his life that kept
him stuck, but through therapy, he learned that, “this hidden power could no longer hold me
back, and that it could not destroy me as I continued to become whole.”But was what happened
to David—being given up by his mother—really trauma? Maté says yes. “People think that
trauma is bad things that happen, for example the adoption, the abandonment is the trauma, or
sexual abuse is the trauma. That’s not the trauma. That’s what triggers the trauma. Trauma
actually happens inside the person. The trauma is not the event but the impact the event has on
a person: inside the individual, inside the child—they can’t respond to the situation the way they
need to. When somebody is abused or abandoned, they need to express those emotions
connected to that and have those emotions understood and the respond to them. If the
caregiving adults are able to really get the child’s emotions, have them fully express these
emotions and deal with the emotions, there’s no trauma. The trauma consists of shutting down
your reactions, therefore becoming disconnected from your body and your emotions—that’s
what the trauma is. The trauma is disconnection. That’s the good news. Because if the trauma
was what happened at birth or when you were a child, it’s over. [For David] he would need to
connect with himself. There’s the emotional experience of trauma and there’s the story attached
to it. Trauma can be healed because, if the trauma is that disconnect, then it can be
healed.”David wasn’t convinced he had indeed suffered trauma. It was Jamie Marich who
became David’s therapist and who “validated my suspicions that what happened to me could be
viewed as traumatic and healed with EMDR.” This therapy, David says, was only an incremental
part of the journey, not the turning point. It’s what he needed at the time to sustain the courage
and energy to deal with life and its realities, as well as the people around him who cared about
him.Through EMDR, the therapist and David targeted David’s driving negative belief that there
was something wrong with him. It was through allowing himself to see what held him back (the
feeling of not belonging) that let David to conjure an ultimate occurrence needed in healing: he



faced his fears. He says, “After the end of the entire experience, which was cathartic and helpful
in allowing me to connect many of the emotional, physical, and spiritual dots, a major, genuine
shift in my core beliefs occurred. Although these connections helped me to arrive at several new
beliefs that resonated in both my head and my heart, I was ultimately able to declare with
genuineness: “I am more than a victim, a survivor, or a ‘rescue,’…I am whole.”Marich says, “Part
of feeling whole especially for somebody who feels they’re living a double life is feeling like they
no longer have to live a double life, that this is who I am. ‘Whole’ means different parts of my
experience are integrated together—for instance a lot of survivors of trauma feel disconnected
from their body. But through doing some work they may be able to link that body and mind
experience. That’s what part of being whole can mean. As it relates to David, being able to
embrace ‘I am whole’ means that there’s really nothing left to hide. There’s no shame that I have
to live with anymore.”* * * * *This is a story of David, but it is also a universal story of shame and
psychic pain; it a is story of a man who was so broken he couldn’t put himself together. It is a
story of a man who drank to cope with his feelings or, alternatively, to be able to numb them. It is
also a story of self-discovery. It is a story of hope.Today, David is 56 years old. He is a happy,
independent addiction consultant involved in substance use disorder treatment and recovery
management. He has family and friends who love him and to whom he feels connected. Yes,
there are areas where David still strives to evolve further—for example, he remains diligent
about fostering the human connections that he has already, and he attends to them as if they
were fragile flowers requiring constant maintenance. He also pursues the connections that have
been lost—his biological relatives who are still alive: half-siblings—and he continues to learn
about his family of origin and absorbs that knowledge to further complete the puzzle of his past.
He is rigorous about adhering to his reality and how it informs his life. He is sober, not only in the
sense of addiction, but he also has a sober outlook on life—he doesn’t shy away from reality.
Indeed, he considers Reality to be his higher power, a force that guides him and keeps him
grounded. It is that feeling of reality and being authentic that lets him cultivate deep, meaningful
bonds with people.Although his discoveries might seem personal, they are universal: we’ve all
felt displaced, lost; we’ve all felt despair at some point. Many of us don’t have a good idea what it
means to live a meaningful life. We’ve lost people to indifference and fear, and we’ve hidden
away like wounded animals. The good news is that, although we might be wounded, there are
ways to heal ourselves. And David is the kind of man who wants to share his story with the world
because he believes it will help others to get to the point where he is now; it might help them see
how they too might be able to get out of the rut of self-doubt and mental torture. It might aid their
healing. He believes that others can also learn to foster connections on a deeper level, get out of
hiding, find the truth, and work through despair, apathy and uncertainty.Dr. Robert M. Sapolski in
his book, Why Zebras Don’t Get Ulcers, writes, “If I had to define a major depression in a single
sentence, I would describe it as a ‘genetic/ neurochemical disorder requiring a strong
environmental trigger whose characteristic manifestation is an inability to appreciate
sunsets.’”And although he is still learning about himself—as all human beings do—today, David



does it with courage; he does it in a safe space of Reality. He considers himself whole. Today,
David is the kind of man who appreciates sunsets.—Jowita Bydlowska, author of Drunk Mom, a
memoirPrologueWho are you?What would you say? Think about it.Maybe you’d list where you
live, where you come from, who your parents are, who your friends are, what you do for a living,
how many children you have, if you believe in God…so many answers to describe what makes
you you.It shouldn’t seem that complicated, really, because you would know many of the answers
—it’s your life and you’ve been there to witness most of it. Most of us should be able to answer
the question with what facts we have, the evidence. Everybody has ties that keep them close to
other people, to the world—and the world reflects who they are, too.Except that the answer to
“Who are you?” can be more complicated than what the evidence provides.It was—it is— more
complicated for me. The facts weren’t always accurate; some weren’t even facts; they were lies;
the evidence was tainted. I didn’t feel real—it was as if I was not quite here, often completely
detached from the world around me.But later, there was new evidence that changed my
perception of everything.And once I knew more about who I was, I started to become more
real.It’s a process and it’s a beautiful one—seeing yourself evolving, connecting to the world in
the way that I never dreamed would be possible.* * * * *There’s always a moment when
something in an addict’s life shatters. It’s a point of no return. You will never be the same. For me,
that moment was the moment I learned about shame.What is shame? “A painful feeling of
humiliation or distress caused by the consciousness of wrong or foolish behavior,” according to
one definition.I didn’t do anything shameful, but I revealed something to the world and the world
reacted in the way that made me feel ashamed.I revealed something that made me immediately
separate from those around me. It severed the ties I thought I had; it shattered the trust. And
once I became aware of the betrayal and abandonment that happened to me, I felt all these
other components of shame: distress, humiliation, foolishness.Shame became one constant
emotion—more powerful than love. Shame was more powerful than reason.I met Shame for the
first time at the age of six, and it haunted me for most of my life. After that, I found it everywhere:
in my later childhood, in my high school years, when dating, when working a high-pressure job,
when not working. It was as if I was always sitting under a giant microscope of the world. Being
watched, scrutinized, judged.I tried to make myself invisible.But the microscope lens was trained
to see all my faults.Shame found me; entrapped me. It was larger than me. It was an entity in
itself. No longer just “shame” but a monster: Shame.* * * * *I even found Shame in the rooms of
12-step fellowships—the same places that had also saved my life. But it didn’t save me from
Shame. In fact, it had made the Shame bigger, stronger. It doubled the Shame.I couldn’t
pray.“You’ll get it one day. Let go and let God, pray harder,” the people in the fellowship said.I
couldn’t. Actually, no, that’s a lie—I prayed every morning, in the shower. I prayed for the real
prayer to appear to me.In sobriety, I prayed like that for seven years. Seven years of Shame like a
tumor growing and obscuring the happiness I could faintly feel was possible—but I felt it too
faintly, far too deeply inside me; I wasn’t sure it was really there.There was already so much
wrong with me, I felt—I was a relinquished baby, a forlorn teenager, a messed-up adult, an



alcoholic—and the fellowship was telling me that there was even more wrong with me.How was I
ever to feel safe? How will I be saved? “Tell me more about God, tell me more about how to get
to God?” I stopped people in the meetings and they would look at me with pity. I knew what they
were looking at. They were looking at someone who was going to relapse. Because he wasn’t
getting it.“You’ll be saved when you find God,” they said. It was crazy-making: you’ll get it but only
if you get it?There’s no worse feeling in the world than knowing you’re not getting the idea that
everybody else is getting. Many people—myself included—in 12-step programs, say that they
were born without an instruction manual on how to live.I had no instruction manual on how to be
in life. Or how to be in recovery.I got down on my knees and prayed, prayed, prayed, and I felt
Shame, Shame, Shame.I kept not finding God. And they kept telling me if I don’t get God, I will
get drunk.I knew: If I get drunk, I will die. And I kept thinking: I still don’t even know who I am.It
seemed like the worst cop-out to die before finding out who I was.* * * * *Today, years later, as an
addictions professional, with a nice chunk of sobriety, I know that you absolutely cannot and
should not shame someone with trauma. You must not murder them with Shame. Most addicts
have been traumatized. Most have had something shatter in their lives that broke them in so
many places that only a drink or a drug was able to glue them back together, temporarily.I was
traumatized. I was broken.* * * * *In the movie Men in Black, there’s a scene where Will Smith’s
character, J, realizes for the first time that humans are not the only intelligent beings in the
universe. His partner, K, played by Tommy Lee Jones, says, “Fifteen-hundred years ago,
everybody knew that the Earth was the center of the universe. Five-hundred years ago,
everybody knew that the Earth was flat. And fifteen minutes ago, you knew that humans were
alone on this planet. Imagine what you’ll know tomorrow.”Tomorrow is a possibility. A possibility
that includes reality—that of me being a sober alcoholic who is most likely to stay sober. No God
is involved in this process—my sobriety doesn’t depend on God. It depends on tomorrow
materializing itself and on how I will deal with it. It depends on reality.And reality is that tomorrow,
I might learn more about where I come from, more about who I am.The uncertainty of life is
scary, but I’ve come to terms with it. Every day is profound; the possibility of beauty and joy are
always there. Every day I am a new man.And every day is a new reality, and I stay as close to it
as possible.– David B. BohlThe BoxThere was once a box. Inside this box, there was something
that existed and didn’t exist at the same time.It existed in the way that I knew what it was—I saw
it; I put it in the box—but it also didn’t exist because I put it in the box to not think of its existence.
If I never opened the box, I wouldn’t have to be confronted with it; and out of sight out of mind,
right?The thing in the box had nothing to do with my reality. That’s a lie: it had everything to do
with it. I just couldn’t deal with any of it.A problem? Perhaps, but we’ll get to that later.For now,
there was a box with a secret inside of it: an answer to where I came from and what made me
avoid who I was. It was all so complicated, difficult, confusing. I needed things not to be
confusing. There were things that were confusing enough. I needed things to be—at least at the
time—sweet and simple. And nothing was sweeter or simpler than Jack Daniels—it was sweeter
than my reality, less complicated, a joy to be with, really.* * * * *Speaking of boxes, do you know



about the Schrödinger’s Cat experiment? In this experiment, a cat is to be placed in a box along
with poison and a Geiger counter—an instrument used for measuring ionizing radiation—and
some radioactive material. When the Geiger counter detects the decay of the radioactive
material, it’ll trigger the mechanism that will smash the bottle of poison, and the cat will die.This
tongue-in-cheek experiment was designed by Erwin Schrödinger, a Nobel Prize-winning
Austrian physicist, to challenge one principle of quantum mechanics that states a particle exists
in all states at once—until it is observed. This principle, called superposition, claims that since
we don’t know the state of the object, it can be in any state until observed. In the Schrödinger’s
Cat example, the radioactive material might or might not decay, and the cat is both alive and
dead until the box is opened.The superimposition theory of things being in two states at once
reflects a radical way of looking at reality that led to a theory called “Many Worlds,” or what is
known in popular culture as “Parallel Universes.” Everything that can possibly happen does
happen to you here and to you in another universe. And there’s an infinite number of parallel
universes. You die, you don’t die, you live, you were never born, there was a house on the lake,
there never was a house on the lake…There’s an infinite number of possible
realities.Schrödinger meant to poke fun at the theory of superposition with his ridiculous
experiment (for the record, the actual experiment has never been carried out—animal cruelty
was not the point), but the physicists didn’t get the joke. Until this day, the magical cat is both
alive and dead; you can believe in dubious or not-so-dubious science that, like religion, belongs
to the most fanatical people.* * * * *My box was not an experiment in quantum mechanics,
although the mental equations I’d performed around ignoring and alternatively obsessing over its
existence were more complex than any quantum mechanics formula you could write out on a
blackboard.A thing cannot both be and not be. Can it?Yes, it can. In fact, I am and was that thing.
I am the real proof of Parallel Universes existing, of things being and not being at the same time.I
am a paradox: a man who wasn’t even born until he was in his mid-40s.I am a man who was
freer than most and who was imprisoned at the same time.I was a man with a box with answers
and a man who refused to open the box. A man with many answers to questions he had asked,
but who still questioned the answers.I was also a man who couldn’t leave his basement, and I
was also a sailor who raced with the wind.A wise man. But also an alcoholic.A social butterfly—a
guy who made fun happen— but also a recluse, a relinquishee, a nobody.Today, I am all of those
things but I’m also more: I’m evolving, and I’m no longer at war with myself. And I understand my
reality. My reality, that is my Higher Power. My Reality.This is a story of Parallel Universes and
secret boxes and a secret man who became known, who found himself within many universes to
finally become one with himself.FreedomImagine the wind in your face so strong that it feels as if
it could cut right through you, but instead of letting it do that, you align with it.Your hands and
body attune to it, too, the wind, and then the water, too—and the force of the wind and the water
push you as you steer the boat, razor fast, through the sun-sparkled waves, to the finish
line.Fast.Faster.Duck, move, stretch, hike, pivot—hands pulling and trailing ropes, carbon-fiber
sails above your head, water splashing in your face, your mate’s back strained in front of you,



elbows flying at your face, and your breathing so heavy you fear you might hyperventilate; and
you move, move, your body; not just your body—your body is the boat’s ballast and gravity now,
keep going, push, pull, advance with the wind, keep pushing.The adrenaline pumps hard, from
your heart right to your head; the adrenaline is what feeds you, and the more it courses through
you, the more you want of it; and the turns are sharp, dangerous—every gesture could mean a
loss or a win. You calculate all of this as you move your body and propel the scow through the
water; you become a human machine.No mistakes so far. So you keep going, your body aligned
with speed at all times, propelling you; your crew reading the wind and the water and your
movements to make it to the finish—you have to finish, get ahead of everyone. You live on
adrenaline—you even call yourself an “adrenaline junkie”—and there’s nothing faster now than
your calculations and your heartbeat: only the speed and the sail and the water ahead and the
finish line. The scows around you are like in a video game, just obstacles to avoid and to get
around, nothing else.You get around them, you avoid; you keep going, because you will win this
race because you are the wind and the wind is you, and the adrenaline is like rock‘n’roll music,
loud and hard in your ears, pumping you to make it to the end.And now, finally, all the other
scows behind you; it’s smooth sailing as they say, except it’s not smooth. It’s still aggressive, it’s
fast, more precious now that the win is so close, but you feel in sync with all going on around you
—you split the water wide open till you’re past the finish line and everything else is behind you,
even the wind.You’ve won!Afterwards, it’s the familiar faces, the same faces that just an hour ago
battled and conquered the wind with you, and the hands that hauled the ropes to orchestrate the
race are slapping you on the back, everyone slightly out of breath, but breathing in and out,
breathing the triumph of the won race. The reward…the reward doesn’t really matter, because
the real reward is you and everyone else around you slapping you on the back, and the first drink
in your hand—that is the real reward: the hiss of the liquid down your throat, the calm after the
storm that you’ve partaken in. Your body is no longer aligned with the wind—it is now aligned
with the drink. This is a magic moment. And for this magic moment, you know this is where you
should be, this is life, nothing else matters, only the drink and the water behind you and the wind
is now calm.The storm is coming but it’s not the real storm— you’re way ahead of the storm, so
let’s celebrate, here’s another drink and more familiar faces, everyone laughing, “Man, we did it,
we showed them, here’s another drink, congratulations.”That was freedom. That was no
freedom.The LakeA lake is a beautiful thing: with days ending in reflections like crystals
shimmering on the surface of it as the sun sets, and with mornings full of freshness and
promise.At night, a lake is an extension of the sky. Millions of stars above as you lie down, facing
the sky, the waves lapping gently against the side of the boat. You are cocooned, lulled to an
incredible sense of peace.Growing up by a lake alters you—the natural, good energy of it stays
in you forever, and you can never quite leave it behind. It’s a siren voice that calls you over and
over to come back and immerse yourself again.It’s safe here, the voice says, it’s home; it’s
love.Unlike an ocean, a lake is quieter, more reliable; the water is sweet and the calm is its
prerogative. Not always, of course—there are windy days and rainy days as everywhere else, but



even during those, a lake doesn’t betray you the way an ocean does with its capricious storms or
tsunamis.On a lake, the calmness makes it seem as if every day is the same, but then,
wonderfully, every day is different. Nature ensures that seasons pass and the water freezes in
the winter and wakes up in the spring. The trees grow taller, the lake kids become grownups.You
know those primal smells of childhood that go straight to your heart, that bring on nostalgia,
gentleness tinted with sadness for things past?For me that smell is fresh lake water—it goes
straight to my heart, and I’m simultaneously here and now, and there and then.The water is the
only pure space where I’ve experienced something akin to spirituality.The one place I feel at
home.For me that specific water was—and is—Lake Beulah. It’s my past, my childhood, and all
the happy moments of that time. I still go back to Lake Beulah, but I no longer live by some of its
rules—I mean, by the lifestyle that I’ve left behind, the fast boats, the fast drinkers.I can’t do that
anymore. But it feels safe now, again, because I am okay in this world.In the past, at Lake
Beulah, during the summer, in the day, there was a beach I visited as child, before my dad built a
family vacation home, but the beach is now long gone, having been developed into single-family
homes.The lake is a harmony of sounds: of grownups and children talking and laughing, and
music filling the air around you. Closer to the shore, swimmers splash about, and in the distance
the lake is alive with sails, unfurling like wings.In the evening, the sun sets in every color
imaginable: purples and pinks and yellows and myriad shades of blue, and you can walk out
onto a wooden pier to bid another beautiful day farewell. The smell and sound of water and
distant voices bring an unmatched peace and tranquility as you stand there and look into the
sky, look at all this wonder swaddling you in total awe.At night, there is that specific, muffled
night laughter, and clink of bottles, and I think of the times when I was a teenager and we would
take our boats out onto the water and tie them together, joking and teasing each other—we were
full of youthful energy and the conviction that we were special, invincible the way all teenagers
are convinced of that.The grownups would stay at their lake houses, on patios, drinking too,
laughing just as much as the kids on boats. There was magic in the air—it felt as if the summer
would never end, and it was hard not to think that we’d live forever buzzed on all this beauty and
alcohol.* * * * *As I write this now, it’s winter. I look out the window and there are a few slim,
leafless trees with branches like lace; behind the trees, there’s a plain of blinding white.
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Paige A. Strickland, “Parallel Universes has Universal Appeal.. The premise of David B. Bohl’s
memoir, Parallel Universes is very relatable for adoptees or any reader who is missing significant
information about their past due to actual separation from loved ones or due to physical or
mental trauma. (or both)After confessing about being adopted to some young school peers,
David, as a child, realizes that there is a division between himself and other people who are not
adopted. Bohl sees that even under the best of adoption experiences, something is missing
(genetic and social history), which separates himself from others who have biological privilege.
(P. 45, “Often it felt as if everybody else got an instruction manual that I clearly had not been
given.”(P. 47, “I hadn’t been given the direction that would show me how to be in the world. How
did everybody else know how to be?”)A large part of David Bohl’s story documents his struggles
with alcoholism, a condition that runs higher among the adoptee population. Bohl not only felt
that he experienced a double identity and universe as an adopted person but also as a
drinker.This book is an amazing and authentic resource for any individual at any age who
struggles with addiction. In fact, it’s more about Bohl’s alcoholism and recovery experiences than
it is about his being adopted, but he does blend both aspects together before his story
concludes. Parallel Universes reads fast and has the feel of sitting together with David at a
kitchen table having a Realistic conversation.(Read the book to understand why I capitalized
and italicized “Realistic”!)”

Liz Ault, “Adoptee & Alcoholic. Any adoptee who has ever felt “off” or different as well as an
adoptee who has battled alcoholism should read this book. I read it twice just a few weeks apart
and I’ll probably go for round 3 before long.”

cynthia chartier, “Great read.. This is my cousin's story! Great read.”

Kevin Barhydt, “Highly recommend you explore this discovery for yourself. "The word he's
looking for is actually 'abandoned.'"If there ever was a word that summed up my sense of value
to the world this would be it: abandoned. In making particular reference to the importance of
stating exactly what David B. Bohl thinks of his being adopted, he lays the groundwork that I, and
so many other Adoptees, sense deeply and long for the words to explain.The societal as well as
psychological dynamics at hand are presented in an open and forthright effort to help us define
our own experience, while also providing a wide eyed view of the very fragility that the many
paths of adoption manifest. Sorrow is evident in David's life, yet as author he allows us to view
his struggles without any desire for sympathy, and absent any sense of self-pity.Likewise, Mr.
Bohl's way of introducing us as readers to his life of addiction is by way of presenting his own
shattered existence in the form of shame. Here again I identify, as a recovering addict and
alcoholic of thirty-five years, and I find a grace and compassion in this depiction of the individual
paths that each of us must take in healing.It is in the chapter titled The Box that I recognize



myself the most. Here the author has let us into a world of denial and self-delusionall
manipulation that every human who has ever felt the deep despair of an unspeakable grief will
surely recognize. Those fortunate enough to lack a personal parallel experience will instead find
both gratitude for this absence of suffering, and a gift of empathy for those they very well may
know and love who have not escaped such sorrow.It is here in the author's writing where the
tables begin to turn, and here where I'll limit the temptations to tell more lest I spoil your own
discovery of David's redemption. A redemption not only from addiction and abandonment, but
from the driving fear of both of these darkest of demons.I'm grateful for the opportunity to be
witness to such a discovery. I highly recommend you explore this discovery for yourself, and I
recommend this book to everyone.”

Andrea Lee, “A relatable journey beyond addiction and trauma to finding one's self.. While on
vacation, I read the wonderful memoir, Parallel Universes by David B. Bohl. An easy read, this
book delves deeply into one man's journey with trauma and addiction, adoption, separation,
connection and healing. For those affected by the world of addiction, Dave's deep dive
description of the addict's world, mind, and thoughts provides a context and clarity. But the
book's themes move way beyond alcoholism and explore the intersection of addiction, trauma,
identity, loss, shame, and recovery.Although my story and issues are so different from the
author's, through his candid telling, I recognized some "parallel" themes in my life. For years,
I've recognized that I have lost myself. I attributed (blamed?) the cause to a lack of a sense of
agency or control as I moved into a new life situation. Nope. Through the process of reading
this book and reflecting, I now recognize that resolving a short term, surface-level agency issue
wouldn't even stir the disconnect within me. In my life, there are clear signs of unresolved
trauma-of something I've chosen to tuck away, like the boxes of hidden away old stuff sitting in
my garage...and room...and closets... Dave's book reveals denial's effects (and seduction) and
the hope and healing allowed by recognition of the problem. So now I have taken action with my
next step.  Thank you, Dave.  Parallel Universes indeed.”

SmileItsP, “The Story of Rebirth, So Many Can Relate.... David Bohl's book has reached me in
many ways and I highly recommend it to anyone out there who’s trying to find their place in the
world, especially adopted people. . I could specifically relate as I’m also adopted and in recovery
but I believe his book will inspire people all over the world no matter what background they come
from. I love that David shares what has worked for him in his recovery journey and also what
hasn’t worked for him. I also love that he shares it’s okay to be in that space, whatever it looks
like for him. I give David five stars because his book has changed my life in a profound way.
Thank you, David!”

The book by David B. Bohl has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 13 people have provided feedback.
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